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Abstract
This article studies the classical theory of communications—the Spiral of Silence. The key factors are extracted
for multi-agent modeling and simulation with Netlogo. It turns out that opinion climate is the external formation
of the Spiral of Silence. Besides, the size of opinion climate has no direct effects on the Spiral of Silence.
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1. Introduction
The innovation of "The Spiral of Silence" theory has attracted many researchers under today’s network
communication environment, some scholars believe that the the Spiral of Silence in cyberspace is weakening
which plays a new role in network media. GAO Xianchun et al. think that: "Mass media and specific individual
communities make a difference in the new media environment constructed by Internet, mobile phones and others
which are in the construction of specific event. And they both trigger the double helix of silence. In other words,
mass media and individual communities form spirals respectively, meanwhile, both games lead to opinion
cassette which is the factor affecting individual perception. As a result, the double helix of silence influences
individual expressions of opinion. "(GAO Xianchun et al,2014) Yang Zhibiao supports the thory despite of its
assumptions and limitations. In his opinion, it is still available in network environment. What is more, "the spiral
of silence" is alive with "Against the Spiral of Silence".
However, other scholars believe that the Spiral of Silence is still spinning in the new era. To explore the views of
"Gay Bullying", Sherice Gearhart et al. investigate 760 participants. It was found that the the Spiral of Silence
still exists in social networks, besides, personal ideology will also have an impact on the willingness of
expression (Sherice Gearhart et al, pp. 18-36, 2014. ). Li Chuansheng points out that the Spiral of Silence still
works because of the fear of isolation and group pressure in the network. What is more, the Internet has a
character of anonymity, but net users’ behavior is not unrestricted and complete freedom does not exist which
due to group norm and social norm in the network community. That is the reason why the Spiral of Silence is
still in the spin (Li Chuansheng, pp. 4-12, 2014). Na Yeon Lee et al. carry out a series of studies on controversial
topics among journalists who work for nine national newspapers and two networks broadcasting corporation
through the empirical research. It turns out that the Spiral of Silence still exists, especially in the social
networking site—Twitter (YL Na, pp. 443-458, 2015). Cheng Yao also points out that because of unconverted
habits of netizens, squelch on the Internet and attention which the country begins paying to supervising public
opinion online, the Spiral of Silence will coexist with public opinion on the network for a long time in a more
subtle way. Moreover, according to a report released by the Pew Research Center and the Rutgers University,
social media such as Twitter and Facebook will contain the diversification of views, hinder public affairs debates
and limit people to state their views. Especially when they find that their opinions are different the fear of
isolation; climate of opinion, and quasi-statistical sensewith friends’. The report also said that very few people
who use social media regularly express different points of view offline.
In order to study the impacts mechanisms of the Spiral of Silence, Scholars adopt empirical research through
questionnaire to explore the impact of " the climate of opinion " – one factor of the Spiral of Silence. In Chang
Ning’s research, it is found that post-90 college students adhere to the "expression"of the highest degree in real
life. Unexpectedly, under the anonymous network, post-90 college students tend be more silence. The study also
shows that the anonymity of the network is not the main factor to promote the expression. Zhou Baohua
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investigatees the willingnness of collegee students and its factors by sampling survvey. Based on the test resultss and
analysis, ddifferent climate of opinion hhas different eeffects on colleege students w
which is suggessted. The degree of
consensus with the majority in society and those oonline has no obvious effeccts on the exppression of co
ollege
students oon the Internet. However, oppinions of colllege students aare not the sam
me as those oof main mediu
um or
those of paarents’, the nettwork has a siggnificant positiive effect on ccollege studentts to express thheir opinions.
Above all,, the Spiral off Silence may not be fully cconsistent withh the characterristics of disseemination of public
opinion inn the new era,, but it still w
works. At the same time, thhere are few ppapers explorinng the propagation
mechanism
m of the Spiraal of Silence bby multi-agentt modeling. T
The paper attem
mpts to descriibe communicating
characterisstics of the Sppiral of Silencee from relativeely objective pperspectives. A
At first, this ppaper will consstruct
propagatioon model of thhe Spiral of Siilence by usinng multi-agent modeling. Thhen, the paper adopts Netlog
go to
simulate thhe model. Finaally, the modell will be validaated.
2. Framew
work of the Digest Format
The Spirall of Silence theeory put forwaard by Germann communication scholar Elisabeth Noelle--Neumann exp
plains
how people decide wheether or not tto express theeir own true ffeelings. Accoording to the ttheory, the wiill of
expressionn is associated with external pressure, suchh as the mediaa and the views of people aroound. The spirral of
silence is w
widely used inn media and coommunication rresearch to desscribe the silennce of controvversial events.
In 1980, E
Elisabeth Noeelle-Neumann published Thhe Spiral of SSilence: Publicc Opinion-Ouur Social Skin, she
thought thhe spiral of sileence comes frrom the naturee of the societyy, at the samee time, it comees from entren
nched
fear of hum
man beings. When
W
people foound himself/hherself is a meember of the m
minority, he/shhe would tend to be
silence beccause of fear of
o isolation. Onn the contrary, when a personn is a memberr of the majoritty, he/she wou
uld be
more williing to expresss himself/herseelf. In this boook, she thougght that the theeory was madde up of five basic
hypotheses in summary.
(1)Individuual fear of isollation;
(2)The inddividual evaluaates the climatee of opinion coonstantly becauuse of fear of iisolation.
(3)The feaar of isolation is
i used to deal with individuaals who deviatte from the maainstream by thhe society.
(4)The ressults of evaluaation affect inddividual behavvior and opinioon in public, eespecially by rrevealing or hiding
their viewss.
(5)This hyypothesis relattes to four hyppotheses abovee and they com
mbine to explain the formattion and chang
ge of
public opinnion and so onn. (Noelle-Neuumann, pp. 1433-158, 1977)
Due to thhe fear of isolation, the ageents will channge their opiniions accordingg to majority opinion. To avoid
a
isolation, ppeople will tryy to seek the m
mainstream viiews and observe the rally oof all kinds off views. Repea
at the
cycle, one voice is growing, while the other tends to be silence whhich is called thhe Spiral of Sillence.
ng and Simulation based on the Theory
3. Modelin
3.1Modeling based on thhe Spiral of Sillence
Accordingg to Neumannn’s theory, therre are three m
main factors of the theory: the fear of isolation; clima
ate of
opinion annd quasi-statisttical sense. Thee paper summaarizes model aas shown in Figgure1.

Fiigure 1. Modell of the Spiral of Silence.
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Accordingg to the model,, the ultimate ssource of the S
Spiral of Silennce is fear of issolation, but "cclimate of opin
nion"
and "consiistency with thhe majority" ccan affect the w
willing of exppression directlly. In order to facilitate rese
earch,
this paper raises some brrief and necesssary assumptioons:
Hypothesis 1: There aree only two siddes in the disssemination off public opinioon. That is to say there are only
positive oppinion and neggative opinionn. At the samee time, climatee of opinion caan be simulateed by adjusting the
ratio of poositive and neggative commennts.
Hypothesis 2: There is only
o
one kind of the majoritty opinion onliine. On the baasis of the theoory, there is always
an overwhhelming view in
i the disseminnation of publiic opinion. Thuus, adjusting tthe proportion of two sides of
o the
opinion byy which the majority
m
opinioon can be randdomly decidedd in the Internnet can simulaate the propagation
mechanism
m of the Spirall of Silence weell.
Hypothesis 3: In given conditions,
c
Inddividual views may change allong with the sspread of public opinion.
There are ttwo main agennts in the consttruction of sim
Figure 2.
mulation modell, as shown in F

Figure 22. Class Diagraam
m
up of twoo attributes: aafraid-index annd interest. W
When external climate of opinion
The agentt "turtle" is made
changes, inndividual afraiid-index will cchange accordiingly and agennts may change their opinionns. Setting metthods
includes thhe followings: "change-afraid-index"、"chhange-color" (C
Color changess indicate the cchanging of opinion
in the proggram) and "geet-interest". Prroperties of thee agent "patchh" consist of ""green-turtles"、"red-turtles"" and
"radius". P
Properties are used to countt the number oof green and reed turtles withhin a radius off "radius" arou
und a
certain "ppatch" in order to simulatte the climatee of opinion around a ceertain "turtle"" and the me
ethod
"count-aroound-num" is needed
n
to achieeve the goal.
3.2 Simulaation based on the Spiral of SSilence
(1) Propertties Settings
The fear oof isolation annd external cllimate of opinnion affect thee circumstances of informaation dissemination
system in tthe theory whiich prompts thhe views of som
me events, evaaluations and oopinions in socciety. The evolution
of Spiral oof silence onlinne exists in coomplex social network. The "Agent" can bbe seen as main element of view
changes inn this network. Attitude channges of netizenns can be refleccted by the chaange of the "Aggent". The "Ag
gent"
influences each other thrrough interactiions which cauuses individuall to change opinions. The stuudy designs ag
gent’s
properties in Table I:
Table 1. Inntroduction of Property Settinngs
Agen
nt
Turtlles

variablee name
Initial-peeople
Initial-chhance

Patch
hes

r-afraid-iindex
g-afraid--index
red-turtlees
green-turrtles
radius

explanation
value scope [0,1000]
representing the number off people in thee initial state
value scope [0,1]
representing the probabilityy distribution of initial state
representing red or green tturtles' fear inddex and it willl change as the
e
climate channges.
representing the number oof green and reed turtles withhin a radius off
"radius" arouund a certain "patch"
value scope [1,10]
representing the radius of the climate off opinion in w
which the turtle
e
can be affectted
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Most Internet users will try to avoid isolation caused by separate attitudes and views. When agents find their own
views are different from those of most Internet users or those of the mainstream media, they will not tend to
express their opinions. Instead, they may choose to change views to correspond to the mainstream views online.
(2) Settings of initial state
The slider--initial-chance is set to represent the distribution of initial state. The proportion of positive and
negative opinions will vary when setting different ratios. Besides, The "initial-people" stands for the number of
people who know the event and express their views. The "radius" is on behalf of the size of the climate of
opinion in which the agent can be affected. According to the spiral of silence, the fear of isolation is inherent
nature of the people, thus the initial values of "r-afraid-index" and "g-afraid-index" are set to 50 each.
(3) Settings of interaction rules
a. Collecting Statistics of climate of opinion around some individual: through Netlogo program, the climate of
opinion can be collected automatically. (Here’s the code.)
to count-around-num
ask turtles [set red-turtles(sum[count turtles with [color = red] ]of turtles in-radius radius)
set green-turtles( sum[count turtles with [color = green] ]of turtles in-radius radius)]
end
b. Changing Attitudes: when the value of the fear of isolation reaches a certain critical value, Internet users may
change their views. What is more, when corresponding to the majority, agents will be willing to express their
opinions and try to influence other agents. That’s why there is a process called "hatch", here’s the code.
to change-color
if red-turtles > green-turtles [
if color = green and random r-afraid-index < 35
[set color red fd random 10
hatch 1 [set color red fd random 10 set r-afraid-index 50 ]]
end
c. The ultimate source--"fear of isolation": the fear index will change accordingly when the individual is affected
by the surroundings. In addition, different agents have different degrees of changes on the fear index. This part
of the code is as follows:
to change-afraid-index
if red-turtles > green-turtles
[set r-afraid-index(r-afraid-index - random 10)
set g-afraid-index(g-afraid-index + random 10)]
if red-turtles < green-turtles
[set g-afraid-index(g-afraid-index - random 10)
set r-afraid-index(r-afraid-index + random 10)]
end
3.3 Analysis of Experimental Results
The initial value of " initial-people" is set to 880 which represents the number of people knowing the event at the
first time. The initial value of " radius" is set to 1. The percentage of two sides is randomly decided and different
percentages have direct impacts on future climate trends. In this paper, the values of initial-chance are 0.1, 0.3,
0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. Parameters are shown in Table II..
Table 2. Parameter 1
No.
1
2
3
4
5

initial-people
880
880
880
880
880

initial-chance
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9

radius
1
1
1
1
1
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r-afraid-index
50
50
50
50
50

g-afraid-index
50
50
50
50
50
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Experiment

3

Experim
ment 3
E
Experiment 4
Figure 3. initiaal interfaces coorresponding tto different prooportions
b
Then, Presss the "go" buttton to start ruunning the proggram. Agents with different views in the iinterface will begin
to change,, and the correesponding grapphs also begann to be painteed to show thee change of diifferent opinion
ns as
follows.

Experim
ment 1

E
Experiment 2
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Experim
ment 4
Experimennt 5
Figure 4. cchange curve cchart
As can be seen in Figuree 4., characteriistics of spiral of silence are reflected clearrly regardless oof different opinion
ority”
ratios in thhe initial statee (0.1, 0.3, 0.77 or 0.9): Thee “majority” opinion keeps increasing, whhile the “mino
opinion reepresents significantly flucttuate decliningg. When the vvalue of “initial-chance” iss 0.5, the spiral of
silence does not work. It
I can be conclluded that uneeven distributioon of opinionss is necessary for the theory
y, and
that is to ssay, the distribuution of viewss affects the foormation of spiiral of silence.. Besides, it caan be seen from
m the
picture aboove that the cllimate of opiniion is able to m
make the majoority opinion sstrengthen, whhile it can mak
ke the
minority oopinion weakenn.
In order too study the rellationship betw
ween the theorry and the parrameter—radiuus which standds for the radius of
the climatee of opinion inn which the tuurtle can be afffected, five grooups of experiimental param
meters are set up
u for
the study, as shown beloow.
Table 3. Paarameter 2
ndex
No. iniitial-people initial-chancee radius r--afraid-index g-afraid-in
1
880
0.1
1
50
50
2
880
0.1
4
50
50
3
880
0.1
7
50
50
4
880
0.1
10
50
50
Through thhese experiments, corresponnding changes oof curves are sshown as below
w:

Expeeriment 1

Experimennt 2
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Experriment 4

Figure 5. cchange curves correspondingg to different raadius
plore
It is easy tto find that thee size of climaate of opinion does not affecct the formation of spiral of silence. To exp
the inner m
mechanism andd the relationshhip between thhe size of clim
mate of opinionn and the rate oof opinion chan
nges,
a few com
mparative tests were conductted. Apart from
m the value oof “radius” othher parameters are invariant.. The
results are summarized in
i Table IV :
Table 4. R
Research betweeen radius and opinions channge rate
radius R(1) R(2)
G(1) G(1) R(AVG) G(AVVG)
1
792 2014 88
69
174.57 2.711
4
792 1998 88
70
172.28 2.577
7
792 1975 88
75
169
1.866
10
792 1987 88
71
170.71 2.422
R(1) repressents the numbber of red-turttles at first; R((2) represents tthe number off red-turtles affter 7 seconds; G(1)
represents the number of green-turtless at first; G(2) represents the nnumber of greeen-turtles afteer 7 seconds; R(AVG)
represents red-turtles' avverage rate of rrise; G(AVG) reppresents green--turtles' averagge rate of rise.
There is noo direct link between the raddius and the chhange rate of oopinion. Thus, it can be conccluded that the
e size
of climate of opinion hass no direct imppact on the form
mation of spirral of silence.
4. Conclussion
The paper is based on thhe framework oof the spiral off silence. At the same time, thhe study simullates the theory
y and
analyses itt. We can draw
w the followingg conclusions experiments: ((1) The spiral of silence cann make the majjority
opinion grrow in strengtth while the m
minority opinioon tend to die out finally; (22) The climatee of opinion is
i the
external faactor of the spiiral of silence; (3) The size oof climate of oppinion has no direct effects oon the formatio
on of
spiral of siilence.
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